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Which is the tighter constraint on private sector investment: weak property rights or
limited access to external � nance? From a survey of new � rms in post-communist
countries, we � nd that weak property rights discourage � rms from reinvesting their
pro� ts, even when bank loans are available. Where property rights are relatively
strong, � rms reinvest their pro� ts; where they are relatively weak, entrepreneurs do
not want to invest from retained earnings. (JEL D23, P23)

Property rights are fundamental: entrepre-
neurs will not invest if they expect to be unable
to keep the fruits of their investment. Country-
level studies consistently show that less secure
property rights are correlated with lower ag-
gregate investment and slower economic
growth (Stephen Knack and Philip Keefer,
1995; Paolo Mauro, 1995; Jakob Svensson,
1998; Daron Acemoglu et al., 2001). The mi-
croeconomic evidence is more limited, but Tim-
othy Besley (1995), for example, � nds in Ghana
a signi� cant link between property rights and
investment.

Secure property rights may be necessary for
entrepreneurial investment, but are they suf� -
cient? External � nance could also matter for
investment and growth, for if bank credit is not
available it may be hard for entrepreneurs to
take advantage of new opportunities. There is
evidence that a well-functioning � nancial sys-
tem contributes to investment and growth (Ross

Levine, 1997; Raghuram Rajan and Luigi Zingales,
1998). Is external � nance, in addition to secure
property rights, necessary for entrepreneurs to
invest, or is property-rights security all that is
needed? Broad cross-country studies cannot an-
swer this question because effective protection
for property rights is positively correlated with
the use of external � nance. For example, Rafael
La Porta et al. (1997, 1998, 2000) show more
external � nance is available when there is a
stronger legal system in general and more ef-
fective protection of investors in particular,
while Asli Demirgüç-Kunt and Vojislav Mak-
simovic (1998) � nd that � rms invest more from
external funds in countries with secure property
rights.

Recent experience in Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union offers an experiment that
can help disentangle the effects of property
rights and external � nance. Although all these
former communist countries have relatively
weak institutional environments, there is con-
siderable variation in the extent to which prop-
erty rights are protected. For example, Timothy
Frye and Shleifer (1997) and Shleifer (1997)
provide evidence that the Russian government
acts like a “grabbing hand,” discouraging entre-
preneurs from investing, while the Polish gov-
ernment does not. In general, property rights
have proven more secure in Poland than in other
parts of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union. Within countries, also, there is variation
in both the perceived security of property rights
and in the access to bank credit. Given these
countries’ banking systems, small � rms are able
to borrow only if they can provide adequate
collateral. Owning collateral is therefore a good
proxy for at least having the possibility to
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borrow. Firm-level evidence from these post-
communist countries therefore allows us to de-
termine whether secure property rights are (a)
necessary, (b) suf� cient, or (c) necessary and
suf� cient for investment by entrepreneurs.

Our data come from a 1997 survey of re-
cently formed and relatively small manufactur-
ing � rms in � ve transition countries: Poland,
Romania, Slovakia, Ukraine, and Russia. The
perceived security of property rights and the use
of bank credit vary considerably both across and
within these countries. As an outcome variable,
we focus on the amount entrepreneurs choose to
reinvest out of their pro� ts. This provides a
robust measure of investment, as our survey
work indicates, that is comparable across � rms.

Our approach has two parts, both of which
are designed to be straightforward to implement
in countries where standard � nancial informa-
tion is hard to obtain. First, we explain the data
we were able to obtain, putting particular em-
phasis on what our investigation shows is a
reasonable way to ask questions about sensitive
� nancial information and property-rights issues
(Section I).1 Second, we test whether secure
property rights are suf� cient for investment by
entrepreneurs (Sections II and III).

The entrepreneurs in our sample reinvest less
of their retained earnings when they perceive
their property rights to be insecure, irrespective
of whether they own the collateral that is gen-
erally needed to obtain credit. This effect is
large. Those entrepreneurs in our sample with
the least secure property rights invest nearly 40
percent less of their pro� ts than those with the
most secure property rights (speci� cally, entre-
preneurs with the least secure perceived prop-
erty rights reinvest 32 percent of their pro� ts,
while those with the most secure reinvest 56
percent). Secure property rights are necessary
for the entrepreneurs in our sample to take
full advantage of opportunities to invest. More-
over, we � nd that the absence of bank � nance
does not prevent the entrepreneurs in our sam-
ple from investing. Controlling for property
rights, there is no evidence that access to bank

credit leads to more investment for these � rms.
Secure property rights are therefore also suf� -
cient for investment. In fact, the � rms in our
sample with weak perceived property rights and
high levels of unreinvested pro� ts do not want
to borrow.

Part of the explanation for these results is
that, for the � rms in our sample, retained earn-
ings have consistently been large, and therefore
have been a source of potential investment
funds. Many of these new � rms are extremely
pro� table because the relatively hostile business
environment creates barriers to entry and be-
cause the partially reformed economy offers
entrepreneurs lucrative un� lled niches.2 High
pro� ts mean that entrepreneurs have the re-
sources they need for expansion, without need-
ing to borrow. The issue is not whether
entrepreneurs have enough resources, but rather
whether they want to invest their retained earn-
ings or instead consume these earnings, perhaps
outside the country.

At the low level of institutional development
of the countries in our sample, secure property
rights are both necessary and suf� cient to in-
duce investment by entrepreneurs. The avail-
ability of bank loans surely matters for growth,
but perhaps only once property rights are per-
ceived to be secure. If property rights are inse-
cure, it is immaterial whether or not � nance is
available. Our � ndings thus add empirical detail
to the view that certain market-supporting insti-
tutions will work only after other institutions
have been built (McMillan, 1997; Shleifer and
Vishny, 1998).

Because our survey covers only � rms already
in existence, we cannot infer anything about the
relative importance of property rights and � nance
for potential entrepreneurs who are considering
entry. We focus instead on entrepreneurs who
are already in business with small-scale opera-
tions. Our question is: under what conditions

1 For more detail on the survey see Appendices A, B, and
C, which are on the American Economic Review web site:
www.aeaweb.org/aer . The questionnaire and the complete

raw data are available at http://www-irps.ucsd.edu/faculty/
cwoodruff/data.htm .

2 High pro� ts to new entrants appear to have been com-
mon in the early stages of reform in the formerly planned
economies. China’s newly entering rural � rms had an av-
erage rate of pro� t on capital of 40 percent in 1978, the
� rst year of reform; in subsequent years this pro� t rate
fell as China’s marketization proceeded (Barry Naughton,
1995, p. 150). Anecdotal evidence that early entrants in
Poland earned high pro� ts is given in Johnson and Gary W.
Loveman (1995).
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will these entrepreneurs reinvest their pro� ts to
make their businesses grow?

I. The Data

A. The Sample

We surveyed private manufacturing � rms in
May and June of 1997 in Russia and Ukraine
and from September to December of 1997 in
Poland, Slovakia, and Romania.3 The survey
was designed to � nd similar relatively small
� rms in comparable cities in all � ve countries.

We chose the countries explicitly to look for
variation in institutional conditions. The previ-
ously available cross-country evidence, for ex-
ample from European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (EBRD, 1996) and Shleifer
(1997), suggested that property rights were less
secure in countries further to the East. We in-
tentionally surveyed only � rms that were going
concerns, in order to focus on investment deci-
sions by � rms that had managed to enter an
industry and survive. Other researchers have
found that weak property rights increase barri-
ers to entry (Simeon Djankov et al., 2002).
Daniel Berkowitz and David N. DeJong (2002)
� nd variation across Russian regions in the rate
of formation of new � rms is associated with the
degree of local political support for reform. This
paper looks instead at the effects of weak prop-
erty rights on entrepreneurial investment condi-
tional on entry having occurred.

The sample includes about 300 manufactur-
ing � rms with between seven and 270 employ-
ees in each country; the total sample size for
most variables is about 1,400 observations.
Some of the � rms were started from scratch and
others were spun off from state enterprises,
which probably re� ects characteristics of the
population of � rms. In our sample for Poland,
Romania, and Slovakia, start-ups far outnumber
spin-offs; in Russia and especially Ukraine,
spin-offs predominate. We control for these

characteristics of the � rms in our regression
analysis.

B. The Questions

The survey design incorporated both experi-
ence of previous surveys on these topics and the
results of pilot studies we carried out in each
country. The pilots tested precisely how people
understood various questions and established
the best ways to ask about sensitive informa-
tion. For the purposes of this paper, the most
important issue was how to ask about pro� ts
and their reinvestment.

We expected respondents would be reluctant
to answer questions about the speci� c nominal
amounts of pro� ts and investments, and we
found this to be the case. However, they were
more willing to answer questions posed in terms
of ratios. We also found that respondents found
it much easier to answer questions that posed
this ratio in terms of a closed-end question
listing various ranges from which they could
choose. For example, our key question was:
“How much did you reinvest out of pro� ts dur-
ing 1996?” We offered respondents six choices:
0 percent, 1–10 percent, 11–25 percent, 26–49
percent, 50–75 percent, or more than 75 per-
cent. Both the use of ratios and the closed
categories represent compromises. We obtain
much higher response rates: in the case of rein-
vestment rates, the response rate exceeded 94
percent.4 But we have only categorical rather
than continuous data. As a result, our regres-
sions will be ordered probits.

Previous research indicated that for particu-
larly sensitive issues, for example relating to
bribes and other issues linked to security rights,
the response rate was higher when we posed the
questions in terms of asking about “� rms in
your industry” rather than the entrepreneur’s
own � rm.5 Our assumption, based on other

3 We chose these three countries on the basis of country-
level measures that indicated substantial variation in insti-
tutional environment. The survey is described in more
detail in Appendix A, and Appendix C summarizes our key
questions about � nance, pro� ts, investment, and property
rights. (These Appendices are available at www.aeaweb.
org/aer .)

4 For questions where the range of potential responses
ranged too widely to use categories, we did ask for speci� c
nominal amounts. In these cases—for example, when we
asked � rms how much capital they invested in the � rm at
start-up—response rates were much lower.

5 This way of asking about sensitive issues, such as
property rights and underground economic activity, was
developed by Daniel Kaufmann in his earlier empirical
work; see, for example, Joel Hellman et al. (2000). The
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experience, is that answers to this question re-
� ect the entrepreneur’s own experience. At least
one respondent con� rmed this, telling our sur-
vey � rm that he knew the questions were de-
signed to “disguise the fact that [the survey] was
after information about his own � rm.” He re-
sponded to the questions anyway.

C. Measuring Property Rights

The entrepreneur’s beliefs about the security
of his or her property rights are indicated by
responses to several survey questions. We asked
entrepreneurs � rst whether � rms in their indus-
try make “extralegal payments” for government
services, and second whether � rms in their in-
dustry make “extralegal payments” for licenses.
More than 90 percent of the Russian entrepre-
neurs and almost 90 percent of Ukrainian en-
trepreneurs answered af� rmatively to these
questions (see the � rst two rows of Table 1).

Only one in � ve entrepreneurs in Poland and
Romania said � rms make extralegal payments
for services or licenses. The response rates for
these questions are well above 98 percent in the
three Eastern European countries, but are 40
percent or less in Russia and Ukraine. One
reasonable interpretation of a refusal to answer
the question, in this context, is that the entre-
preneur makes these payments and—for obvi-
ous reasons—does not want to discuss them.

We also asked whether � rms make payments
for “protection” of their activities, � nding a
similar pattern of responses across the countries
(in the third row of Table 1). We chose not to
ask directly about whether � rms made pay-
ments to organized crime, because we expected
that most entrepreneurs would not admit this.
However, the indirect question probably picks
up whether a � rm believes it is likely to be
subject to extortion by some form of ma� a—
although we would caution that anecdotal evi-
dence suggests this sort of organized crime
often operates with the tacit protection of some
local government of� cials.

For further measures of property-rights se-
results seem consistent with available cross-country evi-
dence and across surveys.

TABLE 1—PERCEIVED SECURITY OF PROPERTY RIGHTS

Survey result
All

countries Poland Slovakia Romania Russia Ukraine

1) Percentage of respondents who say � rms
make extralegal payments for government
services

37.3
(1,117)

20.1
(298)

38.2
(306)

20.0
(315)

91.2
(114)

86.9
(84)

2) Percentage of respondents who say � rms
make extralegal payments for licenses

37.9
(1,128)

19.3
(300)

42.2
(303)

17.0
(317)

91.7
(120)

87.5
(88)

3) Percentage of respondents who say � rms
make payments for protection

24.4
(1,163)

7.9
(302)

14.9
(308)

0.6
(320)

92.9
(126)

88.8
(107)

4) Percentage of respondents who say � rms
make unof� cial payments for ongoing
registration

14.0
(805)

0.4
(234)

3.0
(236)

19.1
(267)

80.0
(55)

76.9
(13)

5) Percentage of respondents who say � rms
make unof� cial payments for � re/sanitary
inspection

19.2
(881)

2.8
(254)

12.1
(248)

21.8
(289)

67.9
(56)

91.2
(34)

6) Percentage of respondents who say � rms
make unof� cial payments for tax
inspection

12.9
(843)

0.8
(247)

2.5
(242)

17.3
(289)

75.6
(45)

85.0
(20)

7) Tax payments to government as a
percentage of sales for � rms in industry

18.9
(1,130)

15.5
(277)

16.4
(278)

17.2
(321)

26.9
(119)

28.0
(135)

8) Percentage of respondents who say courts
cannot be used to enforce contracts

31.6
(1,470)

27.1
(303)

32.1
(308)

13.1
(321)

44.2
(269)

45.4
(269)

Number of entrepreneurs surveyed 1,471 303 308 321 269 270

Note: The number of observations is given in parentheses below each response level.
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curity, we asked entrepreneurs whether they
make “unof� cial” payments for speci� c ser-
vices: payments for renewing their business reg-
istration, and payments to � re, sanitary, and tax
inspectors (see the fourth, � fth, and sixth rows
of Table 1). Though the response rates to these
questions are lower, the pattern is the same. A
majority of entrepreneurs in Russia and Ukraine
say such payments are common, while a minor-
ity of entrepreneurs in the other three countries
say the same. We use these detailed corruption
measures to check the robustness of results from
our basic regression.

Of� cial payments to government are also
higher in Russia and Ukraine, where tax pay-
ments are more than one quarter of sales, com-
pared to about a sixth of sales in Eastern Europe
(see the seventh row of Table 1).6 We control
for tax payments as a percent of sales to see
whether this is a direct disincentive to invest.
We do � nd some evidence that investment rates
are negatively impacted by higher tax rates,
though in contrast to other results, the tax rate
� ndings are not robust.

Using courts to enforce contracts with trading
partners is a logically distinct activity from pro-
tecting property rights. Nevertheless the effects
on investment are similar. Inadequate contrac-
tual enforcement could put � rms’ pro� ts at risk
and make them reluctant to invest. Asked
whether courts could be used to enforce an
agreement with a customer or supplier, most
� rms in all of the countries said they could.
Af� rmative answers to this question ranged
from 87 percent in Romania to 56 percent in
Ukraine (see the last row of responses in Ta-
ble 1).

Overall, Table 1 shows that the � ve countries
fall into two distinct groups—the three East
European countries have relatively more secure

property rights than do the two former Soviet
Union countries. Courts are less reliable in re-
solving commercial disputes in Russia and
Ukraine, and interactions with the government
are also more costly in these countries. This is
consistent with the existing evidence that the
regulatory environment in Eastern Europe is
less hostile to business activity than in the
former Soviet Union (see, for example, Frye
and Shleifer, 1997).

Entrepreneurs’ perceptions of the security of
property rights may vary within a country for
three reasons. First, different � rms may face
different realities. Interaction with the govern-
ment may be more frequent in some industries
than in others. Activities may vary in the ease
with which they can be hidden from govern-
ment bureaucrats. And some entrepreneurs may
have connections that allow them to avoid ex-
tortion. In our data, for example, entrepreneurs
who previously worked as high-level entrepre-
neurs in state-owned enterprises are less likely
to say bribes are paid. Second, entrepreneurs
may differ in their perceptions. This is espe-
cially likely in an economy undergoing deep
reform, where institutions and circumstances
change quickly. We � nd, for instance, that older
entrepreneurs are less likely to say bribes are
paid. Third, the responses may re� ect some
other characteristic of the � rm or the entrepre-
neur. In our regressions we control for as many
characteristics as possible, but some unobserved
attributes may matter for investment.

D. An Index of the Insecurity
of Property Rights

Table 2 shows the correlations among our
property-rights measures for individual � rms
in all � ve countries. Not surprisingly, most
are highly correlated. Extralegal payments for
services and extralegal payments for licenses
have a correlation coef� cient of 0.66, while
the correlation between payments for “protec-
tion” and either of these measures is larger
than 0.50.

For our regression analysis, we combine the
three main property-rights questions—extrale-
gal payments for licenses, extralegal payments
for services, and paying for protection—into an
additive index of property-rights insecurity for

6 We asked entrepreneurs to report taxes as a percent of
total sales. Firms in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union routinely underreport sales to avoid taxes and extor-
tion (Johnson et al., 1997). In separate questions, entrepre-
neurs indicated that the percentage of sales hidden by � rms
in their industry is about 41 percent in Ukraine, 29 percent
in Russia, and around 6 percent in the other three countries.
It may be that some entrepreneurs reported taxes and pro� ts
as a percent of of� cial sales rather than total sales. If so,
then the tax burden and pro� t rates will be overstated,
especially for Russia and Ukraine. But this should not affect
our analysis of reinvestment rates.
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each � rm. The property-rights index we con-
struct ranges from 0 to 3, with 3 indicating that
the entrepreneurs said all three payments were
common, 2 indicating an af� rmative response to
two of the payments, 1 indicating an af� rmative
response to one of the payments, and 0 indicat-
ing an af� rmative response to none. A higher
value of this index therefore represents less
secure property rights.

An alternative index for property rights inse-
curity would equal one if � rms make any one
of the three types of payments and zero other-
wise. Either of these indexes can be justi� ed
theoretically.

The additive index is appropriate if respond-
ing af� rmatively to more than one question
indicates a greater level of insecurity than re-
sponding af� rmatively to only one question.
The either/or index is appropriate if one bribe-
taker has the same effect as multiple bribe-
takers. According to the model of Shleifer and
Vishny (1993), if two or more corrupt bureau-
crats coordinate so as to maximize their total
bribes, they will extract the same total amount

as a monopoly extortionist. If they compete
with each other, however, their total bribes will,
by prisoners’-dilemma logic, exceed the bribe-
maximizing amount. The data show the effects
of corruption are additive, as discussed below
(Section III), suggesting the rate of total bribes
might exceed what even the bribe-takers would
want.

A belief that courts are not effective in en-
forcing contracts is positively correlated with
the corruption measures, but the correlation is
smaller. The correlation between courts and the
index for insecurity of property rights is 0.15.
While this correlation may seem low, it proba-
bly re� ects the fact that believing the courts can
enforce private contracts is quite different from
trusting the government not to expropriate your
property. With regard to courts, the issue is
presumably whether judges are incompetent
or corruptible. With regard to security of prop-
erty rights, the issue is to what extent members
of the executive feel constrained to act respon-
sibly and within the law. Even in environ-
ments where the executive is quite predatory

TABLE 2—CORRELATIONS AMONG VARIOUS INDICATORS FOR THE SECURITY OF PROPERTY RIGHTS

Indicator
Payments for

services
Payments for

licenses
Payments for

protection
Index of

property rights

Firms make extralegal payments
for licenses

0.66
(1,105, ,0.01)

Firms make payments for
protection

0.52
(1,109, ,0.01)

0.54
(1,122, ,0.01)

Index of property rights
insecurity

0.87
(1,099, ,0.01)

0.87
(1,099, ,0.01)

0.79
(1,099, ,0.01)

Courts cannot enforce contracts 0.1
(1,117, ,0.01)

0.11
(1,117, ,0.01)

0.22
(1,163, ,0.01)

0.15
(1,099, ,0.01)

Tax payments as a percentage
of sales for � rms in industry

0.24
(996, ,0.01)

0.24
(1,007, ,0.01)

0.31
(1,042, ,0.01)

0.29
(981, ,0.01)

Firms make unof� cial payments
for ongoing registration

0.29
(775, ,0.01)

0.27
(783, ,0.01)

0.36
(789, ,0.01)

0.38
(769, ,0.01)

Firms make unof� cial payments
for � re/sanitary inspection

0.33
(840, ,0.01)

0.32
(843, ,0.01)

0.29
(857, ,0.01)

0.39
(830, ,0.01)

Firms make unof� cial payments
for tax inspection

0.36
(816, ,0.01)

0.34
(818, ,0.01)

0.32
(828, ,0.01)

0.43
(806, ,0.01)

Firm had loan before 1996 0.15
(1,072, ,0.01)

0.16
(1,082, ,0.01)

0.26
(1,115, ,0.01)

0.20
(1,055, ,0.01)

Firm has collateral 20.05
(997, 0.13)

20.03
(1,006, 0.28)

20.03
(1,040, 0.28)

20.05
(980, 0.09)

Notes: Correlations are for all � ve countries combined. The number of observations and signi� cance level are in parentheses.
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(Russia, for example), we see considerable will-
ingness on the part of entrepreneurs to rely on
courts for the enforcement of contracts with
other entrepreneurs.

In the main regressions, we use the effective-
ness of courts alongside the index of prop-
erty rights. We also run regressions using
the components of the index separately. Finally,
an alternative index of property rights that
we use in the regressions, ranging from 0
to 4, adds to the � rst index the measure of
the ineffectiveness of courts (that is, we add
one if the entrepreneur thinks the courts can-
not be used to enforce contracts and zero
otherwise).

E. Reinvestment of Pro� ts

Initial entrants in transition economies often
earn large pro� ts, which decline over time as
new � rms enter (McMillan, 1997). Our data are
consistent with this at the country level. Table
3 (second line) shows the � rms’ average pro� t
after taxes as a percent of sales in 1996. Re-

ported after-tax pro� ts are much higher in Rus-
sia (21 percent) and Ukraine (18 percent),
where there has been the least progress with
economic reform, than in Poland (10 percent),
where the transition has progressed much fur-
ther. Romania is in between (13 percent). Slo-
vakia appears to be the outlier in this pattern,
with pro� t rates much lower than in any of the
other countries (6 percent).7 Entrepreneurs were
also asked to estimate pro� t rates after taxes in
their industry, as a percent of sales. As we
would expect, the estimates of industry pro� ts
and the � rm’s own pro� t rates are highly cor-
related ( p 5 0.41). At the country level, these
estimates, also shown in Table 3 (third line),

7 Responses to questions about the entrepreneur’s own
pro� ts were provided in categories. Appendix B (at www.
aeaweb.org/aer ) explains how the numbers in Table 3 were
calculated from these responses. The pro� t data are also
compared in Appendix B to data from the National Survey
of Small Business Finance, conducted in 1993 in the United
States among similarly sized � rms (Federal Reserve Board
of Governors, 1994).

TABLE 2—Continued.

Courts
enforce

Taxes as a
percentage of sales

Bribes
registration

Bribes
� re/sanitary

Bribes
taxes

Loan before
1996

0.11
(1,130, ,0.01)

0.06
(805, 0.09)

0.19
(756, ,0.01)

0.03
(881, 0.40)

0.17
(820, ,0.01)

0.49
(757, ,0.01)

0.01
(843, 0.74)

0.16
(789, ,0.01)

0.47
(734, ,0.01)

0.63
(811, ,0.01)

0.06
(1,302, 0.02)

0.15
(1,094, ,0.01)

0.16
(739, ,0.01)

0.16
(863, 0.01)

0.08
(828, 0.02)

20.05
(1,217, 0.08)

20.04
(1,018, 0.25)

0.08
(739, 0.03)

0.03
(805, 0.37)

0.04
(769, 0.29)

0.30
(1,189, ,0.01)
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indicate a similar pattern, but with less variation
across countries.8

These pro� t rates are high relative to the
available data for large � rms in these countries.
The best data are for Poland. According to the
most recent data in Worldscope, average pro� t/

8 Throughout, we use the reported rate of pro� t as a
proxy for the � rm’s cash � ow available for reinvestment. In
reality, pro� ts and cash � ow may diverge for a number of
reasons, in particular depreciation. However, information

on depreciation recorded by the � rms is not available from
the survey.

TABLE 3—USE OF INTERNAL FINANCE

Measure Poland Slovakia Romania Russia Ukraine

Number of � rms 303 308 321 269 270
1996 pro� t after taxes, percentage

of annual sales 9.9 5.7 12.9 20.6 18.0
Estimated industry pro� t rate

after taxes 11.1 10.0 13.4 17.6 14.3
Pro� t reinvestment, percentage of

pro� ts after taxes 52.6 42.3 52.8 38.8 29.6
Unreinvested pro� t, percentage of

annual sales 4.8 3.6 5.7 11.7 12.3
Pro� t after taxes in � rst year of

operation, for � rms started
in:

1989–1991 9.9 2.4 8.3 4.3 7.6
1992–1993 4.2 20.2 7.8 4.5 6.6
1994–1996 2.1 21.1 6.7 3.9 7.4

Start-ups:

Number of � rms 237 238 281 128 82
1996 pro� t after taxes, percentage

of annual sales 10.5 6.0 13.4 20.8 19.0
Estimated industry pro� t rate

after taxes 11.3 9.8 13.8 18.3 14.9
Pro� t reinvestment, percentage of

pro� ts after taxes 53.6 44.8 54.2 37.5 29.4
Unreinvested pro� t, percentage of

annual sales 4.8 3.7 5.8 12.2 12.9

Spin-offs:

Number of � rms 66 70 40 123 183
1996 pro� t after taxes, percentage

of annual sales 7.7 4.6 9.6 20.3 17.7
Estimated industry pro� t rate

after taxes 10.1 10.6 10.5 17.1 14.0
Pro� t reinvestment, percentage of

pro� ts after taxes 49.0 33.7 42.5 39.4 29.6
Unreinvested pro� t, percentage of

annual sales 5.0 3.5 5.0 11.2 12.1

Notes: Pro� t reinvestment as a percentage of pro� ts excludes � rms with zero or negative
pro� ts. In order to make the data more comparable to the external � nance data shown in Table
4, we assume that � rms with negative or zero pro� ts reinvest zero percent of sales and have
unreinvested pro� ts of zero percent of sales. Pro� t reinvestment as a percentage of annual
sales is calculated by multiplying pro� ts as a percentage of sales by pro� t reinvestment as a
percentage of pro� ts. Unreinvested pro� ts as a percentage of sales is calculated as pro� ts as
a percentage of sales times one minus pro� t reinvestment as a percentage of pro� ts. See
Appendix B at www.aeaweb.org/aer for more details on the calculations.
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sales for Polish � rms from all industries is about
5 percent.9 However, this average hides consid-
erable disparity. In particular, large � rms oper-
ating in sectors with substantial barriers to
entry, for example due to regulations, had prof-
its as a percent of sales that were comparable to
the small � rms in our sample.

These data are consistent with the idea that the
insecurity of property rights may deter entry into
the small-� rm sector (Djankov et al., 2002). In
addition, these partially reformed post-communist
economies offer entrepreneurs lucrative un� lled
niches. There is also presumably a survivorship
bias for small � rms. We are measuring only the
� rms that have not gone out of business (al-
though arguably this should overstate the im-
portance of external � nance and understate the
importance of expropriation risk). Large � rms
may not show such a bias because, in these
countries, the government may provide implicit
subsidies that prevent them from going out of
business.

Entrepreneurs also reported pro� ts as a per-
centage of sales during their � rm’s � rst full year
of operation. We show in Table 3 (see the sixth,
seventh, and eighth lines) the average � rst-year
pro� t rates by country and by year in which the
� rms began operation. In Poland, � rms started
between 1989 and 1991, just after the reforms,
reported earning an average of 9.9 percent of sales
during their � rst year of operation. First-year prof-
its were markedly lower—4.2 percent of sales—
for � rms started in 1992 or 1993, and lower still
for the most recent group of entrants (2.1 percent
of sales for � rms entering between 1994 and
1996). These data are consistent with our expec-
tation that entry leads to lower pro� t rates.

A downward trend over time in pro� t rates
for entrants in their � rst year of business is also
evident in Slovakia and Romania, though the
rate of fall is not as steep as in Poland. There is
even less difference across time in the pro� t
rates of start-up � rms in either Russia or
Ukraine. Firms entering between 1989 and 1991
had average � rst-year pro� t rates of 4.3 percent
and 7.6 percent of sales in Russia and Ukraine,

respectively. Those entering � ve years later had
average pro� t rates of 3.9 percent and 7.4 per-
cent of sales, respectively.10

We also asked what fraction of 1996 pro� ts
after taxes were reinvested in the � rm. Polish
and Romanian � rms reinvested the highest frac-
tion, slightly more than 50 percent on average
(fourth line of Table 3). Reinvestment rates
average about 40 percent in Slovakia and Rus-
sia, and 30 percent in Ukraine.11 We also com-
pute the pro� ts entrepreneurs choose not to
reinvest in their businesses (� fth line of Table
3). Unreinvested pro� ts as a percentage of sales
are highest in Russia and Ukraine, where they
exceed 10 percent of sales, and lower in Roma-
nia (5.9 percent of sales), Poland (5.2 percent),
and Slovakia (5.1 percent). In Russia and
Ukraine, where property rights are the least
secure, entrepreneurs are on average the most
reluctant to reinvest their pro� ts.

Table 3 also divides these data into start-ups
and spin-offs. Start-ups are more pro� table than
spin-offs in all � ve countries, though the differ-
ence is much greater in Poland and Romania
than in the other three countries. Start-ups rein-
vest a greater proportion of their pro� ts than
spin-offs in Poland, Slovakia, and Romania.

F. External Finance

The survey contains three indications of having
received bank credit. First, we asked � rms what
their sources of start-up capital were. A minority
of � rms, ranging from 6.6 percent of Polish � rms
to 27 percent of Slovakian � rms, obtained part of
their start-up capital from bank loans (see the
second line of Table 4). Second, we asked whether
they obtained a loan at some point in the past.
Over 90 percent of Russian � rms and 79 percent
of Ukrainian � rms say they have received loans at
some time (third line of Table 4). Only half of
Slovakian and Romanian � rms have had a loan at

9 Worldscope also has data for Russia and Slovakia,
although this is available for fewer � rms. The average
pro� t–sales ratio in Russia for 1999 is 7.11 percent, al-
though � rms with substantial market power show higher
pro� t rates. Almost all the Slovak � rms show losses.

10 T-tests comparing the pro� t rate in the early period
(1990–1992) with the pro� t rate in the last period (1994–
1996) indicate that the drop in � rst-year pro� t rates is
signi� cant at the 1-percent level in Poland (t 5 3.38) and
in Slovakia (t 5 2.96), but not in Romania (t 5 0.99),
Russia (t 5 0.30), or Ukraine (t 5 0.61).

11 See Appendix B at www.aeaweb.org/aer for the de-
tails of these calculations as well as some caveats to their
interpretation.
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some point in the life of the enterprise. Third, we
asked whether they obtained loans from banks in
1996, the year before the survey. The greatest
percentage of current borrowers was in Poland,
where just under half (49 percent) of � rms said
they had loans in 1996. About a quarter of � rms in
Slovakia and Romania said they had loans in
1996, with lower percentages in Russia (17 per-
cent) and Ukraine (14 percent).12

Although fewer � rms in Russia and Ukraine
received loans than in the other three countries,
the average loan size was larger there. Loans
average less than 5 percent of a borrower’s

12 There are no reliable comparable data on credit to the
private sector across transition countries, but the ratio of
broad money to GDP provides a rough indicator. In 1996,

broad money was 37.5 percent of GDP in Poland, 28.9
percent in Romania, 13.1 percent in Russia, 71 percent in
Slovakia, and 11.16 percent in Ukraine (EBRD, 1997). The
real money supply in Russia and Ukraine fell dramatically
between 1991 and 1996, which partially accounts for credit
becoming harder to get in these two countries (EBRD, 1997).
Of course, our sample has quite different characteristics
from the large state or privatized � rms that receive (or do
not receive) most of the credit in these transition economies.

TABLE 4—SOURCES OF EXTERNAL FINANCE

Measure Poland Slovakia Romania Russia Ukraine

Number of � rms 303 308 321 269 270
Percentage of � rms with bank loans

at start-up 6.6 27.0 9.7 15.2 12.2
Percentage of � rms with bank loans

ever 70.0 51.0 49.8 92.4 79.0
Percentage of � rms with bank loans

in 1996 48.8 27.6 24.1 17.0 13.8
Percentage of � rms with collateral at

the time of interview 95.7 80.8 94.4 87.2 75.5
Average 1996 loan, percentage of

annual sales
All � rms (no loan 5 0 percent) 2.3 2.5 1.7 2.3 0.8
Firms with loans 4.8 10.6 7.3 24.7 13.4

Accounts payable, percentage of
annual sales

All � rms 2.7 3.4 NA 0.1 0.7
Firms with 1996 loans 2.5 4.2 NA 0.04 0.3

Start-ups:

Number of � rms 237 238 281 128 82
Percentage of � rms with bank loans:

ever 72.2 42.4 46.6 95.4 81.9
in 1996 50.6 22.7 20.8 12.0 11.1

Average 1996 loan, percentage of
annual sales (no loan 5 0
percent) 2.5 2.0 1.7 1.7 1.3

Accounts payable, percentage of
annual sales 2.5 3.2 NA 0.1 0.9

Spin-offs:

Number of � rms 66 70 40 123 183
Percentage of � rms with bank loans:

ever 62.1 80.0 72.5 89.4 78.5
in 1996 42.4 44.3 47.5 21.5 14.6

Average 1996 loan, percentage of
annual sales (no loan 5 0
percent) 1.5 4.4 2.2 2.8 0.6

Accounts payable, percentage of
annual sales 3.2 4.0 NA 0.1 0.7

Note: For details of variable de� nitions, see Section II of the text.
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annual sales in Poland, more than 10 percent of
annual sales in Slovakia and Ukraine, and al-
most 25 percent of annual sales in Russia. As a
result, the variation across countries in the total
funds provided by banks is small. Including
� rms who do not receive loans, Slovakian � rms
received the most credit in 1996, amounting to
2.5 percent of annual sales. In Poland and Rus-
sia, � nance provided by banks represents 2.3
percent of annual sales, in Romania 1.7 percent,
and in Ukraine 0.8 percent.

Even though Polish � rms are much more
likely to have obtained a loan in 1996 than � rms
in the other four countries, the Polish credit
markets are underdeveloped by western stan-
dards. In the United States, small and medium-
sized � rms are surveyed periodically by the
Federal Reserve Board of Governors (FRBG).
Among the 344 � rms in the 1993 National Sur-
vey of Small Business Finances (NSSBF) that
are manufacturers with between ten and 270
employees, 84 percent reported having a loan at
the time of the survey. This level is substantially
higher than the 49 percent rate in Poland. More-
over, loan amounts were 16 percent of sales
among the group of small U.S. manufacturers,
several times the levels in any of the countries
we surveyed.13

Compared to a developed capital market,
loans in our � ve countries are also much more
likely to require collateral. While 20 percent of
bank loans obtained by U.S. � rms were without
collateral, less than 2 percent of the � rms in our
sample obtaining loans did so without collat-
eral. A lack of collateral, however, is not the
main reason for less borrowing in our sample
than in the United States. More than 75 percent
of � rms in each of the countries—and more than
90 percent of � rms in Poland and Romania—
say they were able to offer collateral to banks.
At least in the minds of entrepreneurs, a lack of
collateral does not appear to be a major con-
straint on borrowing.14

An alternative source of external funds is
credit received from other � rms. We measure
trade credit by the level of accounts payable
reported by � rms (the eighth and ninth rows of
Table 4). Trade credit is almost nonexistent in
Russia (0.1 percent of annual sales) and is low
in Ukraine (0.7 percent), but is an important
source of capital in Poland (2.7 percent) and
Slovakia (3.4 percent). Credit received from
suppliers is comparable in size to credit re-
ceived from banks in Poland, Slovakia, and
Ukraine. Reliable data for this question are not
available for Romania.15 (For more on trade
credit, see Johnson et al., 2002, where we use
trade credit as a measure of a � rm’s trust in its
trading partner.)

Pro� t reinvestment is a larger source of in-
vestment capital than either bank funds or trade
credit in all � ve countries, as is seen by com-
paring Tables 3 and 4 (except that trade credit is
bigger than pro� t reinvestment in Slovakia). In
Poland, � rms internally generate funds for in-
vestment averaging 9.9 percent of sales (Table
3, second line). Bank loans average 2.3 percent
of sales for the whole sample and 4.8 percent of
sales for � rms receiving loans in Poland (Table
4, sixth and seventh lines). In contrast, we esti-
mate that � rms in Russia and Ukraine have
unreinvested pro� ts averaging 12 percent of
sales (Table 3, � fth line). This suggests the
Russian and Ukrainian � rms could have used
their unreinvested pro� ts in productive projects
(earning high rates of return), but for some
reason they chose not to. The potential for using
retained earnings as a source of capital is seen
from the fact that, in all � ve countries, the
capital available from unreinvested pro� ts ex-
ceeds the capital provided by banks (compare
the � fth row in Table 3 with the sixth row in
Table 4).

Table 2 shows correlations between the var-
ious measures of property rights on the one
hand and variables indicating access to credit on

13 When lines of credit are excluded, loans were 5.8
percent of sales among the small manufacturers in the
NSSBF survey. Both of these averages assign a value of
zero to � rms without loans. (See Appendix B, at www.
aeaweb.org/aer , for more discussion of the NSSBF data.)

14 While the response rate to the collateral question was
more than 99 percent in Romania, it was only 76 percent in
Ukraine and 61 percent in Russia. If nonrespondentsare less

likely to have collateral, then the numbers in Table 2 may
overstate the availability of collateral in Russia and Ukraine.
Still, as a lower bound (taking all nonrespondents as having
no collateral), the survey indicates that more than half of
� rms in Russia (53 percent) and Ukraine (57 percent) are
able to offer collateral.

15 Apparently respondents misunderstood what we were
asking. This question may not have been translated properly.
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the other. We would be concerned if access to
capital is strongly correlated with security of
property rights, because that would make it dif-
� cult to disentangle access to credit from secu-
rity of property. We measure the ability to
access credit in 1996 with two variables—an
indication that the � rm received a bank loan at
some point before 1996, and an indication that
the � rm has collateral that can be used to obtain
a loan. The correlations indicate that � rms with
less secure property rights are more likely to
have had a loan before 1996. Firms with less
secure property rights are less likely to have
collateral to offer banks, but the correlation is
small and is signi� cant only for the index of
insecurity and for a lack of con� dence in courts.
Hence, we are not concerned that our measures
of insecure property rights are proxying for a
lack of access to credit.16

G. Assessment

The cross-country evidence suggests that
property rights are an important determinant of
investment by entrepreneurs. In Poland, where
property rights are relatively secure, we � nd
high rates of reinvestment. In contrast, in Russia
and Ukraine, where property rights are weak,
we � nd that the level of unreinvested pro� ts is
high; entrepreneurs there have the ability to do
much more investment than they actually do.
The next question is whether these results hold
in the � rm-level data when we control for char-
acteristics of the � rm and entrepreneur.

II. A Framework for Investment Decisions

This section lays out a simple framework that
explains and defends the assumptions needed
for our regression analysis. A � rm’s desired
investment level is a function of both industry
and � rm-speci� c factors. Firms in growing in-

dustries are faced with more investment oppor-
tunities than are � rms in declining industries.
Production in a capital-intensive industry also
necessitates higher investment levels. More able
entrepreneurs will � nd investments more prof-
itable in any industry. All of these factors affect
the pro� tability of potential investments.

Investment demand also depends on the abil-
ity of entrepreneurs to retain any pro� ts they
make. Entrepreneurs may be unwilling to invest
when returns are insecure. The effect of entre-
preneurs’ perceptions of property rights on in-
vestment decisions is the main issue we want to
explore. Suppose that the � rm makes its invest-
ment and borrowing decisions simultaneously,
and extortion, if it occurs, comes after any prof-
its are realized, so that � rm’s demand for in-
vestable funds is given by

(1) Id 5 I~p, s, r I, rL!

where p represents expected (pre-extortion)
pro� ts, s represents the amount of those pro� ts
that will be extracted by corrupt bureaucrats or
criminals, rI represents the interest rate the en-
trepreneur can earn by investing the � rm’s prof-
its outside the � rm and rL the interest rate the
entrepreneur pays on borrowed money. Invest-
able funds may be obtained either internally
from retained earnings or externally through
credit markets. Thus:

(2) Id 5 R 1 Ld

where R represents reinvested earnings and Ld

is the � rm’s demand for loans.
The usual assumption is that the value to the

� rm of internal funds, rI, is less than the cost to
the � rm of external funds, rL. The wedge be-
tween the two interest rates arises because en-
trepreneurs have better information about their
prospects than outside lenders or investors.
Lenders demand a premium to offset their in-
formational disadvantage. The difference be-
tween rI and rL creates a pecking order in which
internal funds are exhausted � rst before exter-
nal funds are obtained (Stewart C. Myers and
Nicholas S. Majluf, 1984; Lakshmi Shyam-Sunder
and Myers, 1999). This idea was developed
from the experience of � rms in the United
States. The wedge between the value of internal

16 The correlations between property rights and access to
credit are driven primarily by differences across countries.
When Poland, Slovakia, and Romania are separated from
Russia and Ukraine, insecure property rights are positively
correlated with a lack of collateral. However, the correla-
tions are low, all below 0.11, and there is no correlation
between security of property rights and having had a loan
before 1996. In Russian and Ukraine, � rms with less secure
property rights are more likely to have collateral to offer and
to have had a loan before 1996.
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funds and the cost of external funds is likely to
be larger in transition countries than in devel-
oped market economies because information
sources are missing and investment uncertain-
ties are much greater in transition countries.
Information asymmetries are therefore likely to
be more severe.

Firms in transition economies have another
reason to prefer internal � nancing in addition
to borrower/lender information asymmetries.
External � nancing makes it hard for � rms to
hide their activities from tax collectors or the
ma� a. The effective cost of external � nance
in Russia is increased, according to Anna Mey-
endorff (1998), by the fact that � rms that apply
for a bank loan are more likely to have to pay
their taxes. According to Richard Lotspeich
(1996), � rms are reluctant to disclose informa-
tion to banks for fear it will be leaked to the
ma� a. Given these conditions, the assumption
that the value of internal funds is less than the
cost of external funds is a reasonable one to make
in examining the investment decisions of � rms.

The difference in cost of internal and external
funds leads to a discontinuity between the in-
vestment of internal funds and the decision to
seek external funds. Investment projects must
have an expected return (after extortion and
adjusted for risk) comparable to r I to be prof-
itable when � nanced by internal funds, but a
return comparable to rL to be pro� table when
� nanced by external funds. As a result, a � rm’s
decision to invest internally generated funds is
made independently of a decision to seek exter-
nal � nance. This allows us to estimate econo-
metrically an equation for reinvestment of
pro� ts independent of the demand for external
� nance.

We represent the pecking-order hypothesis
by supposing that � rm i has a maximum amount
of money that it is willing to reinvest out of its
current pro� ts, Ei; this might be the total current
pro� t, or it might be strictly less than that. We
assume Ei depends on entrepreneur-speci� c
characteristics. Then the pecking-order hypoth-
esis implies:

~3! Id 5 R if Id # Ei

Id 5 E i 1 Ld if Id . Ei .

This gives us the main equation we will esti-

mate, relating the � rm’s willingness to reinvest
its pro� ts to its expected pro� ts and the security
of its property rights:

~4! R 5 I~p, s, r I! if Id # E i

R 5 E i if Id . E i .

In our data, we will use explicit measures of p
and s. Differences in r I across � rms in the
sample will be subsumed in country/industry
control variables.

If the assumption that investment of inter-
nally generated funds is independent of access
to external funds were invalid, then investment
of internal and external funds would need to be
examined simultaneously. There are (at least)
three reasons that investment of internal funds
might depend on access to external funds. First,
rL may not be higher than r I if loans are sub-
sidized by the government. This does not appear
to be the case in our data. Subsidies were most
important in loans to state-owned � rms. There
are no state-owned � rms in our sample. Only in
Romania do we � nd that interest rates paid by
� rms spun off from state-owned enterprises are
lower than those paid by de novo start-ups. In
the remaining countries, there are no signi� cant
differences in loan rates between the two groups
of � rms. Moreover, across the sample, loans
given by state banks have higher interest rates
than loans given by private banks. In Poland
and Slovakia, where loans are equally divided
between state and private banks, interest rates
are nearly the same, with rates from state banks
very slightly higher than rates from private
banks.

Second, entrepreneurs for whom property
rights are insecure may prefer to invest bank
funds in their businesses and to divert internally
generated funds to more secure accounts. This
implies that � rms receiving loans should invest,
on average, a lower proportion of their own
pro� ts than � rms without loans. The data sug-
gest this is not the case. Among the most prof-
itable � rms (those with pro� ts 10 percent or
more of sales) who are investing less than half
of their pro� ts, loans are infrequent. Only 64 of
476 (13 percent) of these � rms received loans in
1996. On the other hand, 104 of the 259 (40
percent) � rms investing more than 75 percent of
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their pro� ts received loans.17 The survey does
not indicate whether a loan received in 1996
represented new capital, or a rollover of a loan
from previous years. But we would expect that
� rms investing most of their pro� ts are both
more likely to roll over existing loans and more
likely to take out new loans. In either case, � rms
that are investing aggressively will be more
likely to have a loan in 1996, as the data
suggest.

Finally, investment may be lumpy, with the
minimal investment larger than retained earn-
ings can accommodate. Given the level of tech-
nology used by small-scale manufacturers in
these countries, however, it seems unlikely that
investments are lumpy. Moreover, Table 5 shows
that 35 percent of � rms without loans in 1996
reinvested half or more of their pro� ts, indicat-
ing that the lack of external � nance does not
preclude internally funded investment. (By com-
parison, 53 percent of � rms with loans in 1996
invested half or more of their pro� ts.) Further
evidence on this is discussed in Section III,
where we use a � rm’s ability to offer collateral
and loans prior to 1996 as a measure of access
to loans in the 1996 reinvestment equation. If
investments are lumpy then reinvestment
should be positively associated with collateral;
we � nd no signi� cant interaction.

Thus, examining reinvestment of pro� ts in-

dependent of access to external � nance appears
to be reasonable for our data. In the next sec-
tion, we examine the determinants of the � rm’s
decision to reinvest from its pro� ts [equation
(4)]. The main hypothesis is that � rms reinvest
less if they perceive their property rights to be
more insecure.

III. Determinants of Pro� t Reinvestment

Security of property rights is positively
correlated with pro� t reinvestment rates at the
country level, as we saw in Section I. Rein-
vestment rates are highest in Poland and
Romania, where extralegal payments and pay-
ments for protection are lowest and the reli-
ability of the courts is highest. Reinvestment
rates are lowest in Ukraine and Russia, where
extralegal payments are highest and courts
less effective. Reinvestment rates are af-
fected, however, by factors other than prop-
erty rights.

A. Basic Speci�cation

In this subsection, we estimate the reinvest-
ment-demand equation (4), with the percentage
of its pro� ts a � rm reinvests as the dependent
variable and our property-rights indices as in-
dependent variables. Our data on reinvestment
rates are categorical rather than continuous, and
hence we use ordered probit regressions (al-
though we have checked the robustness of our
results using alternative speci� cations). We
control for factors affecting investment demand
other than property rights: the industry pro� t
rate (as a proxy for expected investment oppor-
tunities more generally),18 the age of the � rm,
access to external � nance (represented by
whether the � rm had collateralizable assets),
entrepreneur characteristics, and other industry
effects.

17 Because of the categorical responses, we cannot de-
termine how many � rms obtained new loans and invested
more than 100 percent of their pro� ts, though it is likely that
some did. Just over a � fth of the � rms reported investing
more than 75 percent of pro� ts, the highest reinvestment
category. In Poland, 35 percent of � rms reported investing
at least 75 percent of pro� ts.

18 We do not use the � rm’s own pro� t rate due to
concern about reverse causation: higher investment levels
might lead to higher rates of pro� ts. Given our belief that
the manager’s estimate of industry conditions is based on
his own experience, use of industry pro� ts does not com-
pletely eliminate endogeneity concerns. However, none of
the results we report are altered if we use the � rm’s pro� t
rate during its � rst year of operation, or exclude all mea-
sures of pro� ts.

TABLE 5—REINVESTMENT RATES, FIRMS WITH AND

WITHOUT LOANS

Reinvestment ratea

Percentage of � rms

Firms with
loans in 1996

Firms without
loans in 1996

0–25 percent 26.0 33.0
26–49 percent 21.0 31.5
50–75 percent 21.3 18.2
76–100 percent 31.7 17.4

a Percentage of after-tax pro� ts.
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Table 6 presents the results of these regres-
sions. There are six categories of responses to
the reinvestment question, increasing in the rate
of reinvestment. A positive coef� cient indicates
that an increase in the level of the independent
variable increases the chance that a � rm is in a
higher reinvestment category.19 We exclude

from the regression sample � rms that had zero
or negative pro� ts in 1996, since we are unable
to measure their reinvestment rate. We also
exclude � rms not operating at the start of the

19 We have run all of the regressions using ordinary least
squares, using the midpoint of the reinvestment categories,
with robust standard errors. The results are qualitatively

similar to those reported. We prefer the ordered probit
because it does not require the assumption that investment
rates are exactly at the midpoint of the categories speci� ed
in the survey. (See Appendix B at www.aeaweb.org/aer
for the details on the six categories of responses to the
reinvestment question.)

TABLE 6—ORDERED PROBITS FOR REINVESTMENT RATE IN 1996

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Index for perceived insecurity of 20.17 20.12 20.12 20.18 20.0003 20.18 20.17
property rights (5.51) (3.39) (1.97) (2.83) (0.01) (2.87) (2.88)

Dummy for believing courts 20.18 20.18 20.15 20.11 20.16 20.45 20.23
ineffective (2.01) (1.85) (1.31) (0.47) (1.32) (1.95) (1.85)

Index for perceived insecurity of 20.17
property rights including
courts (four-element index)

(2.93)

Estimated industry pro� t rate 0.005 0.004 0.01 20.02 0.01 0.01 20.07 0.01
(1.13) (0.91) (1.80) (0.97) (1.81) (1.86) (1.55) (1.90)

Log of � rm age 20.25 20.30 20.25 20.77 20.25 20.25 20.35 20.33
(3.34) (3.73) (2.35) (3.51) (2.36) (2.40) (1.22) (2.69)

Dummy for being a start-up 0.30 0.35 20.04
(2.80) (2.73) (0.15)

Tax payments as a percentage of 20.01 20.01 20.004 20.02 20.004 20.003 20.002
sales (1.69) (1.68) (0.92) (1.50) (0.93) (0.86) (0.43)

Dummy for collateral to offer 20.11
bank (0.64)

Dummy for obtaining loan prior 0.14
to 1996 (1.57)

Industry controls no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Country controls no no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Manager characteristics included

in regression no no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Number of observations: 815 815 815 619 196 619 574 116 559
Chi-square: 30.3 236.2 570.4 722.9 28.3 314.6 549.2 98.8 263.6
Probability: ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 0.005 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001

Notes: Regressions are ordered probits. The dependent variable is the � rm’s pro� t reinvestment rate, divided into categories,
with a higher value indicating more investment as a percentage of pro� ts (see Appendix B at www.aeaweb.org/aer for
details). Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics based on robust standard errors. Country and industry controls are interacted
when both are included. Manager controls are manager’s age and education level, an indicator that the manager was
previously a high-level manager in a state-owned enterprise and an indicator that the manager has previous experience in the
private sector. Columns (1)–(6) present results for all � ve countries from regressions including:

1) all � rms, without country and industry controls;
2) all � rms, without country controls;
3) all � rms, with country controls;
4) start-ups only;
5) spin-offs only;
6) the four-element alternative index of security of property rights.

Column (7) presents results from regressions including only start-ups in Poland, Slovakia, and Romania. Column (8) presents
results using all � rms in Russia and Ukraine only. Finally, column (9) gives results for start-ups with loan variables, using
data from all � ve countries. (See text for additional details.)
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year in 1996. Both start-ups and spin-offs are
included in the initial regressions (� rst and sec-
ond columns). Recall that the questions on
which the key independent variables are based
refer to payments made by � rms in the respon-
dent’s industry. To be conservative, we there-
fore report t-values based on standard errors
adjusted for clustering for 44 industry/country
groups. Adjusting for clustering has only a
small effect on the standard errors in these re-
gressions and does not affect the signi� cance
level for any of our results.

The � rst column of Table 6 includes only the
index that represents the insecurity of property
rights. Greater insecurity is associated with
lower levels of pro� t reinvestment, and this
effect is highly signi� cant. The second column
adds the variable that indicates the entrepreneur
thinks courts are ineffective. Ineffective courts
are associated with lower levels of investment
as well, an effect signi� cant at the 0.05 level.
Additional variables added in the second col-
umn control for the entrepreneur’s estimate of
the industry pro� t rate20 and tax rate, the log age
of the � rm in years, a dummy variable indicat-
ing that the � rm is a start-up and nine industry
dummy variables. Older � rms invest a lower
proportion and start-ups a higher proportion of
their pro� ts. Higher tax rates are associated with
lower investment rates, though the effect is sig-
ni� cant at only the 0.10 level. The regression
also controls for the age of the � rm and whether
the � rm is a start-up.

Our index for the insecurity of property rights
is additive. An alternative index would take a
value of one if � rms make any one of the three
types of payments, and a value of zero other-
wise. Both indices have theoretical merit, but
the additive index explains the data better. The
either/or index is signi� cant (b 5 20.27, t 5
3.48), but has a lower t-value and results in a
lower x2 (60.8 vs. 65.4 with the additive index).

The additive index can be used to create four
dummy variables, the � rst representing an index
value of zero, the second representing an index
value of one, and so on. When dummies repre-
senting index values of three, two, and one are
used in place of the index (with the value zero
being the base group), the coef� cients are
20.35, 20.26, and 20.14, respectively. These
results suggest that the effects of corruption are
additive, perhaps because multiple af� rmative
responses indicate stronger convictions on the
part of the entrepreneur. Alternatively, the bet-
ter performance of the additive index may indi-
cate that those extracting payments do not
coordinate their activities, consistent with the
model of Shleifer and Vishny (1993).

The � rst two regressions do not control for
country effects. Since much of the variance in
security of property rights is across countries
rather than within country, this measures the
full effect of property rights. However, there
may be other factors that vary across countries
and affect the demand for investment. If so, then
these other country-level effects will be corre-
lated with our measures of property rights. The
regressions in columns (3)–(9) control for dif-
ferences in each industry in each country using
39 industry/country dummy variables. We in-
clude interacted controls because the factors
affecting investment demand in the food indus-
try in Poland, for example, may differ from
factors affecting investment demand in the food
industry in Russia. Neither the index of property
rights nor the reliability of the courts is much
affected by the inclusion of the industry/country
dummies, though the index is now signi� cant
only at the 0.05 level.21

B. Alternative Speci�cations

The regressions in columns (3)–(9) also in-
clude a set of four variables measuring entre-
preneur characteristics. These variables measure
the age, years of schooling, and prior work ex-
perience of the entrepreneur. The two work
experience variables indicate whether the entre-

20 We use the entrepreneur’s estimate of industry pro� ts
rather than the � rm’s own pro� ts because we believe the
former are more likely to represent the expected pro� ts from
new investments. Additionally, own pro� ts may be deter-
mined in part by reinvestment, creating endogeneity prob-
lems. Nevertheless, when we rerun all of the regressions in
Table 6 with own pro� ts replacing industry pro� ts, we � nd
that own pro� ts are signi� cant everywhere that industry
pro� ts are signi� cant. The property-rights index and courts
results are not affected.

21 Because response rates were lower in Russia and
Ukraine, only 14 percent of the observations in the regres-
sions are � rms in those countries. This may explain why the
country controls have only a small impact on the property-
rights variables.
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preneur previously was a high-level manager in
a state-owned enterprise and whether the entre-
preneur had prior experience in the private sec-
tor. The coef� cients of these controls for
entrepreneur characteristics (not shown on Ta-
ble 6) indicate that investment rates are higher
for younger entrepreneurs (b 5 20.01, t 5
2.77 in the third-column speci� cation) and for
entrepreneurs who were previously high-level
managers at state-owned enterprises (b 5
0.24, t 5 2.98 in the third-column speci� ca-
tion). Education and private sector experience
have no signi� cant effect.

We split the sample, in the fourth and � fth
columns, into � rms that are start-ups and those
that were spun off from a state enterprise. For
start-ups, the coef� cients are similar to those
obtained for the whole sample, though the mea-
sure of courts is not signi� cant at the 0.10 level.
The industry tax rate is not signi� cant in either
subsample. However, the entrepreneur’s esti-
mated pro� t rate for the industry is signi� cant at
the 0.10 level among start-ups. Among spin-
offs, no variable measuring property rights has
any effect on investment. The industry pro� t
rate has the wrong sign and is insigni� cant. There
are signi� cant differences between the behavior
of spin-offs and start-ups, with the regressions
doing a better job explaining the behavior of
start-ups. Given that most of the spin-offs un-
derwent downsizing after being privatized,
other factors may play an important role in
determining reinvestment rates for these � rms.
For the regressions in the sixth, seventh, and ninth
columns we limit the sample to start-up � rms.

The regression in the sixth column uses an
alternative index of security of property rights.
This alternative index ranges from zero to
four—it adds one to the original index if the
entrepreneur thinks courts are ineffective for
enforcing contracts. As with the original index,
a higher value represents less secure property
rights. The four-element index has the expected
negative sign, and is signi� cant at the 0.01 level.

Last, we divide the sample by region, � rst
considering investment among start-ups in Po-
land, Slovakia, and Romania (the seventh col-
umn), and then considering all � rms in Russia
and Ukraine (the eighth column). (The number
of start-ups with nonmissing responses in Rus-
sia and Ukraine is too small for us to use only
start-ups in this regression.) The two property-

rights measures both have the expected sign in
the three Eastern European countries. The index
is signi� cant at the 0.01 level; the signi� cance
of the effectiveness of courts falls below the
0.10 level. In Russia and Ukraine, the effective-
ness of courts is signi� cant. The index of prop-
erty rights is not included in this regression
because there is not enough variation in the
index in the Russia/Ukraine sample to make the
results meaningful. (Only three of 116 � rms in
the sample answer “no” to any of the three
questions in the index!)

The ordered probit coef� cients represent
changes in the probabilities of being in each
category of investment. Hence, giving an eco-
nomic interpretation of their magnitude is dif-
� cult. To gain a better picture of the effect of
property rights on investment, we calculate the
probability of being in each investment cate-
gory conditional on different values of the
property-rights index. We use the regression
reported in the sixth column of Table 6, using
the four-element security index. The results are
shown in Table 7. The bottom row of the table
shows the weighted average reinvestment rate
for each value of the index, using the midpoint
of each reinvestment category. Firms with the
most secure property rights (those with an index
value of zero) have an average predicted rein-
vestment rate of 55.1 percent; those with the
least secure property rights have an average
predicted reinvestment rate of 33.5 percent. The
most insecure � rms’ investment is therefore 39
percent lower than the investment of the most
secure � rms.

In sum, the index of property rights has a
signi� cant effect on � rms’ investment rates, es-
pecially among de novo start-ups. We � nd only
weak evidence that tax rates affect investment
demand. The lack of robustness in the tax ef-
fects may re� ect a lack of variance in taxes
across � rms, since statutory tax rates vary only
across countries. Alternatively, perhaps it is the
clandestine and unpredictable nature of the un-
of� cial payments, rather than just the fact that
some pro� ts will be taken, that discourages
� rms from investing.

C. Access to Credit

Our framework assumes that the decision to
invest internally generated funds is independent
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of access to external funds. It is possible, how-
ever, for internal and external funds to comple-
ment one another. If investment projects are
lumpy, then � rms may need outside � nance in
order to undertake investment projects at all. In
this case, those not receiving loans would not
invest internal funds either. We cannot include a
direct measure of whether the � rm has a loan
because the latent variable—investment de-
mand—determines (at least in part) both rein-
vestment of pro� ts and demand for loans.
Instead, we test for the importance of loans by
including variables that are correlated with ac-
cess to � nance but that we expect are uncorre-
lated, or only weakly correlated, with investment
demand.22 We include two variables, one indi-
cating that the � rm has collateralizable assets,
and the other indicating the � rm received a loan
prior to 1996. Both of these variables are strongly
correlated with receiving a loan in 1996. Col-
lateral is necessary for access to loans. Only six
of 310 � rms reporting loans in 1996 said they
did not provide collateral. Loans obtained prior

to 1996 provide an additional indication of cred-
itworthiness. In most cases (69 percent) where
� rms had loans prior to 1996 and in 1996 as
well, the � rm obtained both loans from the same
bank. Given that our sample is limited to � rms
with positive pro� ts in 1996, we believe these
two variables are good indications of access to
credit.23 Neither has a signi� cant effect on the
rate of reinvestment (ninth column of Table
6). The inclusion of the instruments for bank
� nance has little impact on the magnitude or
signi� cance of the coef� cient on the index of
property-rights insecurity. The variable measur-
ing the reliability of courts is now signi� cant at
the 0.10 level.

In unreported regressions available from the
authors, we pursued an alternative test for an
interaction between security of property rights
and use of external credit. We included the
index of insecurity as an independent variable in
a regression with the receipt of a loan in 1996 as
the dependent variable. We found that the index
of insecurity has no effect on the likelihood a
� rm obtained a loan in 1996. This provides
additional evidence that less secure property
rights did not encourage entrepreneurs to invest22 Because investment opportunities may be correlated

across time within a � rm, we had some concern that either
of these variables might be partially endogenous to current
reinvestment rates. Their insigni� cance in the reinvestment
equation suggests that endogeneity of our measures through
temporal correlation of investment rates is not a serious
problem.

23 Our results are consistent with those found by Andrzej
Bratkowski et al. (2000), who � nd for a sample of new � rms
in the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland that loans are
signi� cantly associated with collateral and past loans.

TABLE 7—PREDICTED PROFIT REINVESTMENT RATE FROM THE ORDERED PROBIT RESULTS

IN TABLE 6, COLUMN (6)

Pro� t reinvestment rate (percent)

Percentage of � rms in investment category

All � rms

Insecurity of property-rights indexa

4 3 2 1 0

0 3.3 9.2 6.5 4.4 3.2 1.9
1–10 13.7 25.0 21.0 16.6 13.6 10.4
11–25 10.9 14.9 14.0 12.4 11.1 9.5
26–49 20.2 21.3 21.8 21.3 20.6 19.2
50–75 21.0 16.1 18.4 20.3 21.4 22.0
76–100 30.8 13.5 18.3 25.0 30.2 36.9

Weighted investment rate: 49.9 33.5 39.0 45.3 49.8 55.1

Notes: We calculate the probability of being in each investment category conditional on
different values of the property-rights index. We use the regression reported in column (6) of
Table 6, utilizing the four-element security index (i.e., including belief in the effectiveness of
the courts). The last row of Table 7 shows the weighted average reinvestment rate for each
value of the index, using the midpoint of each reinvestment category.

a Scale for insecurity of property-rights index ranges from 0 (most secure) to 4 (least
secure).
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from bank funds rather than from their own
pro� ts. In the regressions, both the availability
of collateral and receipt of loans prior to 1996
had large and signi� cant effects on the likeli-
hood a � rm received credit in 1996, suggesting
that banks’ willingness to lend is an important
determinant of credit availability. The level of
unreinvested pro� ts also has a large and signif-
icant effect on the likelihood a � rm received
credit. The last result suggests an indirect link
between property rights and credit: � rms per-
ceiving property rights as insecure invest less,
and so demand less credit. Low levels of ob-
served credit may result from a lack of demand
as well as a lack of supply.

D. Further Robustness Checks

Table 8 reports regressions that use the com-
ponents of the index one at a time. We use the
sample of start-ups in these regressions. Among

the elements of the index, extralegal payments
for government services clearly have the most
signi� cant effect (the � rst column). Payments
for protection fall just below the 0.10 level of
signi� cance, and payments for licenses is insig-
ni� cant as well (the third and second columns,
respectively).

The fourth, � fth, and sixth columns of Table
8 replace the components of our index with the
responses to questions about bribes paid for
speci� c services. All three types of bribes—
payments for ongoing registration, payments for
� re/sanitary inspection, and payments for tax
inspection—are negatively and signi� cantly as-
sociated with reinvestment levels. The sample
size in these regressions varies and is smaller
than the other regressions because the response
rate for these questions is generally lower. The
variable representing trust in the courts has the
correct sign in all of the regressions reported on
Table 8, though it is insigni� cant in all but one

TABLE 8—ORDERED PROBITS FOR REINVESTMENT RATE IN 1996:
ALL FIVE COUNTRIES, START-UPS ONLY

Dummy variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Firms make extralegal
payments for services

20.42
(4.33)

Firms make extralegal
payments for licenses

20.11
(0.84)

Firms make payments
for protection

20.34
(1.60)

Firms make unof� cial
payments—ongoing
registration

20.40
(3.04)

Firms make unof� cial
payments—� re and
sanitary inspections

20.31
(2.45)

Firms make unof� cial
payments—tax
inspection

20.27
(1.76)

Courts cannot be used
to enforce contracts

20.16
(1.39)

20.14
(1.20)

20.13
(1.13)

20.21
(1.65)

20.14
(1.21)

20.20
(1.63)

Controls included industry/ industry/ industry/ industry/ industry/ industry/
country country country country country country

Manager characteristics yes yes yes yes yes yes

Number of
observations:

619 619 619 499 538 529

Chi-square: 428.4 339.8 235.2 512.3 470.2 169.1
Probability: ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001

Notes: All regressions are ordered probits. The dependent variable is the level of investment,
divided into categories, with a higher value indicating more investment as a percentage of
pro� ts (see Appendix B at www.aeaweb.org/aer for details). All regressions also include the
entrepreneur’s estimate of the industry pro� t rate and the age of the � rm. Numbers in
parentheses are t-statistics based on robust standard errors.
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of the speci� cations (see the last row of coef� -
cients in each column).

Our � ndings are also robust to alternative
ways of de� ning the dependent variable. Ordi-
nary least-squares regressions using the mid-
point of the investment categories (i.e., � ve for
the 1–10 percent category, eighteen for the
11–25 percent category, and so on) produces
very similar results. Probits for over/under 75
percent reinvestment or over/under 50 percent
reinvestment also produce similar � ndings.

E. Caveats to Our Interpretation

In the regressions, we treat property rights as
exogenous to the investment decisions of our
� rms. There are at least two reasons why this
may not be a valid assumption. First, higher
investment rates may lead to more secure prop-
erty rights, as in the model of Besley (1995).
While it is plausible that very large � rms in
post-communist transition countries may endo-
genously create property rights by becoming
“too big to fail,” we do not view this as likely
for our � rms, given their relatively small size.

Of more concern is the possibility that higher
reinvestment rates and more secure property
rights may both re� ect the optimism of the
responding managers. Managers may also at-
tempt to justify an unwillingness to invest by
saying that property rights are insecure. In either
of these cases, endogeneity of property-rights
security arises from our inability adequately to
control for manager characteristics. We lack direct
measures of a manager’s attitudes, but manag-
ers who say property rights are less secure also
say their own pro� ts and their industry’s pro� ts
are higher. Insecurity is also signi� cantly cor-
related with characteristics of the manager that
we can measure. For example, older managers
and managers who formerly worked as a high-
level manager of a state-owned enterprise say
property rights are more secure. These correla-
tions suggest there is an important exogenous
component of our insecurity index. Neverthe-
less, the estimated impacts of insecurity on in-
vestment may be overstated if unmeasured
manager characteristics are important.

Alternatively, our regression coef� cients may
understate the effects of property-rights insecu-
rity. Since we surveyed existing � rms, our sam-
ple omits both failed � rms and potential � rms

that were deterred from entering. Both failure
and the decision not to enter presumably re� ect
the insecurity of property rights. Additionally,
because our regressions look at the determinants
of � rms’ marginal investment decisions in their
current lines of activity, we cannot pick up
possible intersectoral distortions. For example,
certain industries might be especially suscepti-
ble to extortion; the insecurity of property rights
might cause entrepreneurs to shun those indus-
tries. If capital is more susceptible to extortion
than labor, weak property rights may also cause
production to be inef� ciently labor intensive.
We have no way of determining the net effect of
the biases of opposite directions.

In summary: Weak perceived property rights
have a consistently negative effect on reinvest-
ment in our regressions. The index of property
rights is signi� cant in all subsamples apart from
spin-offs. The measure of trust in courts has a less
robust effect on reinvestment, but is signi� cant for
the full sample. The availabilityof collateral is not
correlated with the reinvestment of pro� ts.

IV. Conclusion

Firms’ investment is affected by the per-
ceived security of property rights, as shown by
both our cross-country data and � rm-level re-
gressions. Reinvestment rates are lowest in Rus-
sia and Ukraine, where bribes for government
services and licenses are common, � rms make
payments for protection, and the courts are least
effective, and highest in Poland and Romania,
where property rights are the most secure.
Within countries, also, there is also signi� cant
variation, as our � rm-level regressions indicate.
The entrepreneurs who perceive their property
rights to be the least secure reinvest 32 percent
of their pro� ts, while those with the most secure
property reinvest 56 percent. Insecurity of prop-
erty rights, all else equal, reduces a � rm’s in-
vestment by over a third.

Most of the � rms say they were able to offer
collateral to banks (more than three-quarters of
the � rms in each of the countries). Lack of
collateral, therefore, does not appear to have
been a binding constraint on � rms’ investment.
There are two reasons why, until now, external
credit has not been essential for private-sector
development. First, insecure property rights
mean � rms have limited incentive to invest and
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therefore little demand for external � nance (es-
pecially in Russia and Ukraine). Second, the
high pro� ts of early entrants in all these transi-
tion economies meant that � rms that wished to
invest were able to do so. The potential for
using retained earnings as a source of invest-
ment is seen from the fact that, in all � ve
countries, unreinvested pro� ts exceed the funds
provided by banks. Our evidence indicates,
then, that secure property rights have been both
necessary and suf� cient for investment.

Although the � rms have had little demand for
external � nance at the time of our survey, they
will begin to need access to credit as these
economies develop their market-supporting in-
stitutions. This is because legal and bureaucratic
reforms increase the demand for investable
funds by solidifying property rights;24 and be-
cause pro� ts will be driven down to normal
levels as transaction costs fall and market com-
petition increases, so investment from internal
funds will not be sustainable.
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